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Inspection Strnmary:
Inspections on December 22, 1982 - January 25,1983 (Combined Report Ntanbers
50-272/82-36 and 50-311/82-33)
Unit 1-Areas Inspected: Routine inspections of plant operations including:
tours of the facility - confomance with Technical Specifications and operating
parameters, log and record reviews, reviews of licensee events, and followup
on previcus inspection items. The inspection involved 66 inspector hours by
the resident NRC inspectors.
Results: Oneviolationwasidentified(NoncompliancewithanEnvironmental
limiting condition for operation for gross radioactivity monitoring of the
plant vent - Paragraph SA).
Unit 2 Areas Inspected: Routine inspections of plant operations including:
tours of the facility, confomance with Technical Specifications and operating
parameters, log and record reviews, reviews of licensee events, and followup
on previous inspection items. The inspection involved 63 inspector hours by
the resident NRC inspectors.
Results: No violations were identified.
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Report Nos. 50-272/82-36 and 50-311/82-33 DCS Nos,

050272-821011 050311-821028
050272-821027 050311-821031
050272-821102 050311-821106
050272-821109 050311-821107
050272-821113 050311-821110
050272-821121 050311-821115,

050272-821130- 050311-821119
050272-821206 050311-821121
050272-821213 050311-821123
050272-830106 050311-821124

050311-821126
050311-821129
050311-821130
050311-821205
050311-830104
050311-830105
050311-830106
050311-820121
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

J. Driscoll, Assistant General Manager - Salem Operations
L. Fry, Operations Manager !

J. Gallagher, Maintenance Manager
B. Leap,StationQAEngineer(Acting)
J. Gueller, Operating Engineer
J. Hagan, Maintenance Engineer
J. Jackson, Technical Engineer
H. Midura, General Manager - Salem Operations
L. Miller, Technical Manager
J. O'Connor, Radiation Protection Engineer

The inspector also interviewed other licensee personnel during the course
ef the inspections including management, clerical, maintenance, operations,
performance and quality assurance personnel.

' 2. Status of Previous Inspection Items

(Closed) Follow Item (272/82-27-05) Steam generator snubber functional
test failures. Followup actions to resolve this item are
detailed in NRC Inspection Report 50-272/82-33 relating to
Licensee Event Report 50-272/82-81.

(Closed) Violation (311/82-01-03) Failure to make report in accordance
with Title 10 CFR Part 50.72. Revision 1 to the Salem Emergency
Plan was issued on January 20, 1982 and a copy transmitted to
NRC by letter dated February 17, 1982. Section 5.0, Emergency

-Classification System, includes the requirements of 10 CFR
50.72 and each of the reportable items listad falls into a
category of Unusual Event or higher.

(Closed) FollowItem(272/82-11-01) Station mechanic qualification cards.
The licensee has revised these qualification cards to renove
seldom used specialty qualifications such as fork lifts and the
polar crane. These are now special qualifications to be com-
pleted as needed. Qualification records are being updated to
reflect current requirements. The inspector had no further
questions on this item.

,
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(Closed) Follow Item (272/82-01-02) Steam generator inspection sample
size. As a result of finding degraded and defective steam i

generator tubes confined to peripheral areas of the steam
generators, the licensee received NRC concurrence, through
Amendment 43 to the license, to limit the scope of increased t

inspection. The tabular listing of inspections and results ;

provided in the accompanying Safety Evaluation Report were in
error. Correct values were provided in the licensee's supple- ,

mental LER 50-272/82-02/01X-1 dated November 3, 1982. Dis- |
*

cussions with the NRC staff indicated that they were aware of '

the corrected figures and that no change to the conclusions'

.provided was warranted. As documented in NRC Inspection Report
,

j 50-272/82-30, over 1400 tubes in each steam generator were i
;. examined during the fourth refueling outage. Five defective r

. tubes were identified and plugged. The inspector had no further'

] questions in this area. ' '

;

| (Closed) Violation (272/82-17-02) Failure to report loss of electrical i

: bus rendering one train of Control Room Emergency Air Conditioning '

~

; inoperable. In addition to making the required report and ,

; correcting a breaker setpoint. problem, the. licensee issued In-
; terpretation Guide No. 8 on December 29, 1982. This document

provides the operator with further guidance, based on Technical
,

| Specification 3.0.5, to properly address those cases when' !
equipment is inoperable due.to loss of power sources. The '

.

; inspector had no further questions on this item.
,

| (Closed) Violation (311/82-13-02) Failure to includ, all applicable valves
; in containment integrity surveillance procedure. The inspector
! confirmed that the cited six valves have been included in the
; 31-day surveillance procedure. The licensee's review identified
f an additional eight valves which were also incorporated into

the procedure. The inspector had no further questions on this ;
item.

(Closed) UnresolvedItem(272/82-12-02) Procedure for filling the Spent '

Fuel Pool (SFP). To resolve previous instances of Refueling
Water Storage Tank (RWST) level going below Technical Specifica-
tion limits while filling the SFP, the licensee revised Operating
Instruction (CI) II-8.3.1 on December 8, 1982. The new OI,

'.

which is in place on both units, provides explicit operationalI

guidelines for the evolution which should be effect.ive in pre--

cluding losses of RWST level.

i

;

|
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(Closed) Violation (272/82-14-01) Failure to lock valves 12AF10 and 12
'

AF86. The valves in question were innediately verified open,
as required, and their locking devices properly affixed. The
inspector confimed that all field omrators had received ;

ifurther training in proper valve loccing methods and reasons.

therefor. The inspector had no further questions on this item.

3. Review of Periodic and Special Reports
3

: Upon receipt, periodic and special reports submitted by the licensee
i pursuant to Technical Specifications 6.9.1 and 6.9.2 were reviewed by

the inspector. The reports were reviewed.to determine that the report4

included the required infomation; that test results and/or supporting
infomation were consistent with design predictions and perfomance

; specifications; that planned corrective action was adequate for resolu-
tion of identified problems; and, whether any infomation in the report ,

'

should be classified as an abnomal occurrence.

The following periodic and special reports were reviewed: ;

.

Unit 1 Monthly Operating Report - December 1982 1--

f Unit 2 Moathly Operating Report - December 1982 I
--

4

4. Licensee Events

! a. In Office Review of Licensee Event Reports

The inspector reviewed LERs submitted to the NRC:RI office to verify
that deteils of the event were clearly reported, including the accuracy
of the description of cause and adequacy of corrective action. The
inspector detemined whether further information was required from the

! licensee, whether. generic implications were involved, and whether the !

event warranted onsite followup. The following LERs were reviewed:

UNIT 1

* 82-83/03L Meteorological Monitoring Instrumentation - Air Temperature
Delta T - Inoperable

82-84/99X0 Diesel Generator Area Low Pressure CO2 System Inoperable

82-85/01T Nos. I and 2 Diesel Fire Pumps Inoperable*

: 82-86/03L Penetration Fire Barriers - Non-Functional

i

;

,
-
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82-87/03L Fuel Handling Building Ventilation System - Inoperable

82-88/03L Fire Detection Instrumentation - Inoperable

82-89/03L No. 12 Residual Heat Removal Ptap - Inoperable

* 82-90/01T Fuel Cladding Rupture - Assembly 0-20

* 82-91/01T Weld Degradation on No.12 Component Cooling Heat Ex-
changer Service Water Piping

82-92/03L Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation - Containment
Purge and Pressure / Vacuum Relief Isolation System -
Inoperable

UNIT 2

82-130/03L No. 23 Containment Fan Co'.1 Unit - Inoperable Due to Low
Flow Caused By Silt

82-131/03L Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Monitor -*

Inoperable

* 82-132/03L No. 2A Vital Bus - De-energized

82-133/03L Containment Gaseous Activity Monitor - Inoperable

82-134/03L Reactor Trip System - Turbine Trip Low Autostop 011
Pressure Channel II - Inoperable

82-135/01T Containment Service Water Leak - No. 2S Containment Fan*

Coil Unit
* 82-136/01T Containment Service Water Leak - No. 23 Containment Fan

Coil Unit

82-137/03L Containment Sump Monitoring System - Inoperable*

* 82-138/03L Missed Surveillance - No. 23 and No. 24 Accumulator Levelsi

82-139/03L Auxiliary Feedwater Storage Tank - Out of Specification*

82-140/03L Containment Airlock Door Elevation 130' - Inoperable*

82-141/03L Accident Monitoring Instrumentation - Reactor Coolant*

Syster Subcooling Margin Monitor - Inoperable

_ _-
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82-142/03L Reactor Trip and Engineered Safety Feature Actuation
System Instrumentation - No. 21 Steam Generator Level
Channel IV - Inoperable Due to Transmitter Failure,

;

* 82-143/03L Missed Surveillance - Reactor Trip Breakers - Manual
Trip Capability .

-

82-144/03L Containment Isolation Valve - Inoperable
~

82-145/03L Reactor Coolant System Subcooling Margin Monitor - ;

i Inoperable

j 82-146/03L Containment Sump.. Monitoring System -: Inoperable

* 82-147/03L Electrical Power Sources - No.;2A Vital Bus --De-ener-
gized ~

, .

'

b. Onsite Licensee Event Followup ' '

Fcr those LERs selected for onsite followup (denoted by asterisks in
detail paragraph 4a), the inspector verified the reporting require-.

ments cf Technical Specifications and Regulatory Guide 1.16 had been ,

met, that appropriate corrective action had been.taken, that the event I,

was reviewed by the licensee as required by AP-4 and 6, and that con- '

tinued operation of the facility was conducted in accordance with
Technical Specification limits. The following findings relate to the
LERs reviewed on site:

,

UNIT 1

82-83/03L This report documents failure of the control room--
,

: chart recorder for meteorological instrumentation "

temperatures. The recorder was repaired within"

about 13 hours, well within the 7 days permitted by
Technical Specifications. Although not stated in
the LER, local instrument recorders at the meteoro-

' logical tower remained operable. In addition the
licensee has submitted correlation data to th,e NRC:

staff which shows the acceptability of meteorological
infomation obtained at Wilmington Airport.

I 8255/01T This event is detailed in NRC Inspection Report 50-
'

--

272/82-33.

;

;-
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82-90/01T This observed fuel clad defect is discussed in NRC--

Inspection Report 50-272/82-33. The causes and any
indicated corrective action will be reviewed when
assembly analysis is complete and the supplanental
LERisfiled(272/82-36-01).

82-91/01T This report details inservice corrosion of stainless--

steel welds in relatively new service water piping
associated with Component Cooling Heat Exchanger 12.
All welds are being rewer;ed. Additional details are
contained in NRC Inspection Report 50-272/82-34.
Adequacy of corrective and preventive measures will
be reviewed further following receipt of the licensee's
supplemental report (272/82-36-02).

UNIT 2

82-131/03L These event reports document inoperability of the--

82-141/03L subcooling monitor due to failure of the P-250 com---

puter. Erratic operation and trips of the output
breaker appear to be related to temperature in-
creases above 800F. The inspector confimed that an
interim cooling fan is in service. In addition to
ordering a replacement breaker,the licensee is
evaluating pemanent ventilation modifications. These
actions will be reviewed further upon receipt of the
supplement to LER 82-141/03L (311/82-33-01).

82-132/03L Electromagnetic sensitivity and spurious operations--

82-147/03L of 2A Safeguards Equipment. Cabinet are discussed in--

NRC Inspection Reports 50-311/82-19 and 81-19. Design
modifications are planned for the outage beginning
this month.

82-135/01T These reports discuss small service water leaks (less--

82-136/01T than 0.5 gpm) from coils of Containment Fan Coil--

Units. Planned corrective actions are detailed in
NRC Inspection Report 50-311/82-31.

82-137/0?L Due to failure of the auxiliary alarm typewriter, the--

containment sump monitoring system became inoperable.
The inspector confirmed that an operator was stationed
to monitor voltmeter readings ensuring that no data
would be lost. The inspector had no further questions.

.

)
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82-138/03L Due to failure of console indication, levels in--

Accumulators 23 and 24 are verified locally, in
containment, once per shift. This reported failure
to perfom the level verification within the required
15 hours appears to be an isolated instance. Through
frequent spot checks, the inspectors verified that
containment entries to perfom the surveillance were
routinely made at least every 12 hours.

82-139/03L This low level in the Auxiliary Feedwater Storage--

Tank was caused by failure to open the make-up valve
sufficiently while running an Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump. Modifications to provide a level alam and
remote operating capability for the valve, which
have already been made on Unit 1, are scheduled for
completion during the first refueling outage.

82-140/03L To address the recurring problem of airlock door--

failures, the licensee has initiated the following
actions: modifications to stiffen the door and
operating mechanism, already completed on Unit 1,will
be accomplished on Unit 2 in the next outage; the
air isolation valve is being relocated to preclude
instances of leaving the air on to the seals; the
addition of snubbers to dampen door movement is under
consideration; a comprehensive preventive maintenance
and overhaul program provided by the vendor will be
implemented. Effectiveness of these actions will be
evaluated during subsequent follow up on previous
unresolved item 50-272/81-12-03.

82-143/03L Due to administrative changes involving procedures,--

the requirement to test the reactor trip breakers with-
in 7 days was omitted and, therefore missed prior to
reactor startup on October 12, 1982. Automatic
operation of the trip breakers was completed during
subsequent power operation, demonstrating trip capabil-
ity. Manual testing cannot be perfomed at power.
Subsequent testing has confimed manual trip capability
and the procedure errors have been corrected.

.-. _ . -- .
-
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82-144/03L Nitrogen supply header outboard containment isolation--

valve 2NT32 failed in a~ not fully closed position.>

In order to comply with Technical Specification
3.6.3.c. the licensee leak tested and closed manual .

'

stop valve 2NT903 to isolate the penetration. ~ Valve
2NT903 is located outside containment and a con-.

siderable' distance from 2NT32 (Auxiliary Building
corridor elevation 64'). The seismic specification '

break occurs at the 2NT32 valve, indicating that i

the piping to valve 2NT903 is not seismically designed.
While the licensee's actions appear to comply with the

'letter of the Technical Specifications, further NRC
review will be necessary to detemine the adequacy of
this action. The 2NT32 valve was repaired during a
plant shutdown on January 4,1983. Pending further
review, this item is unresolved (311/82-33-02). '

' Except for the above items noted as requiring further inspection, the
sample of licensee reports reviewed are acceptable based on NRC re-4

quirements.

5. Review of Plant Operations '

;

A. Daily Inspection -

The inspector toured the control room area to verify proper manning,
access control, adherence to approved procedures, and compliance with
LCOs. Instrumentation and recorder traces were observed. Status of4

control room annunciators was reviewed. Nuclear instrunent panels
and other reactor protective systems were examined. Control rod in- 1

: sertion limits were verified. Containment temperature and pressure
indications were checked against Technical Specifications. Effluent'

: monitors were reviewed for indications of releases. Panel indications- -

for onsite/offsite emergency power sources were examined for automatic
operability. During entry to and egress from the protected area, the !

: inspector observed access control, security boundary integrity, search
. activities, escorting, badging, and availability of radiation monitoring.

' equipment.

i The inspector reviewed shift supervisor, control room, and field oper- ,

'ator logs covering the entire inspection period. Sampling reviews
' were made of tagging requests, night orders, the jumper / bypass log,

incident reports, and QA nonconfomance reports. The inspector also, ,

observed several shift turnovers during the period. I

L

!

|
l
,

|
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The inspector; reviewed Incident Report 82-521 which was initiated
.because of the inoperability of the Unit 1 plant vent gross radio-
activitymonitor(1R-16). It was detemined that the monitor was
inoperable for the period December 25, 1982 at 10:00 p.m. through
January 6, 1983 at 9:30 a.m. At the time, Unit I was in cold shut-
down conditions for the fourth refueling outage that began on October
15, 1982.

It is understood that the plant conditions at the time of this occur-
rence were such that the probability for a significant gaseous release
was low; however, the potential of an unmonitored gaseous release from
the Auxiliary and Fuel Handling Buildings through the ventilation
system still existed. In addition, procedures for the Control Room
personnel did not adequately address the need for establishing a " daily
grab sample" when the monitor was inoperable. Therefore,the potential
existed for this occurring also when plant conditions would have a
higher probability for a significant gaseous release.

Appendix B to Operating License DPR-70, Environmental Technical Speci-
ficationsstateinsection2.3.4(b)thatgaseousreleasestothe
environment shall be continuously monitored for gross radioactivity;
and that whenever the monitor is inoperable, grab samples shall be'

taken and analyzed daily for gross radioactivity. During the period
the plant vent gross radioactivity monitor was inoperable, grab samples
were not taken and analyzed daily for gross radioactivity as required.
This constitutes a violation with the Environmental Technical Specifica-
tions (272/82-36-03).

The above daily inspections, which included back shifts, were made on
" December 22, 23, 27-29, January 3-7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 18-21, 24, 25.

- B. Plant Tours

The inspector toured accessible areas of the plant at least once per
week. The tours included the control rooms, relay rooms, switchgear
rooms, penetration areas, auxiliary building (elevations 122', 100',
84',64',55'), fuel handling building, turbine building, service water
intake structure, plant perimeter and containment. During these tours,
observations were made relative to equipment condition, fire hazards,
fire protection, adherence to procedures, radiological controls and
conditions, housekeeping, security, tagging of equipment, ongoing main-
tenance and surveillance, and availability of redundant equipment.

_ .. . . - - -- .- . - _ - _ _ . .- _. _
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Operability of the following Units 1 and 2 ESF subsystems was verified
by confiming flowpath valve positions, breaker alignment, instrumen-
tation and equipment condition: Containment Spray (both trains -
Auxiliary Building), Auxiliary Feedwater (3 trains - Auxiliary Building

andPenetrations). Safety) Injection.(bothtrains-Yard, AuxiliaryBuilding and Penetrations , Service Water (both trains - Yard, Auxil-
|

iary Building).

Current tagouts of selected components were verified in effect as-
specified. Records of current surveillance for tank boron concentra-
tions, shutdown margin and punp testing were reviewed.,

The following Limiting Conditions for Operation, not directly verifi-
able in the control room, were confirmed by fielti inspection or record

Fire barriers (3.7.11), Diesel fuel inventory (y Feedwater (3.7.1.3),
review: service water availability to Auxiliar

3.8.1.1), and CARD 0X
system availability (3.7.10.3).

Except for the violation noted in paragraph A,the review of Plant
j Operations for the inspection period was found acceptable.
'

6. Monthly Surveillance and Maintenance Observation

A. Surveillance Activities
!

The inspector observed the perfomance of surveillance tests to confim
the following: testing was perfomed in accordance with adequate pro-
cedures; test instrumentation was calibrated; limiting conditions for
operations were met; removal and restoration of the affected components
were properly accomplished; test results conformed with Technical
Specification and procedural requirements and were reviewed by personnel
other than the individual performing the test; deficiencies noted were
reviewed and appropriately resolved; personnel' performing the surveillance
activities were knowledgeable of the systems and the test procedures
and were qualified to perform the tests.

.

These observations included:

Functional Test of the Unit 1 Containment Pressure-Vacuum Relief--

| System Filter Train

2 PD 16.2.010 Channel Functional Test: Power Range 2N44; Revision 0--

with On-The-Spot Change 2; dated June 30, 1980'

Unit 1 Safety Injection System Check Valve' Operability Test--

|

| Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2 a.2, Diesel Generator 2C Start--

and Acceleration Surveillance
<

i

i
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B. Maintenance Activities . ,
,

,

The inspector observed. portions of ' maintenance activities .to'.detemine
that the work'was conducted in accordance with approved procedures,
regulatory' guides, Technical Specifications and industry. codes' or ;
standards. The following items were considered during' this review:
limiting conditions for operation were met while components or systems
were removed from service; approvals were obtained prior to initiating
the work; activities were accomplished using approved ~ procedures and
were inspected as applicable; functional testing was perfomed prior
to declaring that particular component as. operable;- activities were
accomplished by qualified personnel;. radiological controls were im-
plemented; and fire prevention controls were implemented.

Activities observed included:

Repair.of No. 12 Component Cooling Heat Exchanger;--

Troubleshooting and Repairs to Unit 2 Reactor Trip Breaker "A";--

Repairs to Unit 2 Individual Rod Position Indicator Channel 1SA2;--

Repairs to Plant Vent Gross Radioactivity Monitor 1 R-16;--

Troubleshooting " noise".in 2C Diesel Generator--

With respect to the repairs to the Unit 2 Reactor Trip Breaker "A",
the licensee inspection of the breaker revealed that the cause of the
failure was dirt in .the undervoltage relay causing it to mechanically ,

bind. _ The vendor representative stated that routine cleaning of the i

breaker would prevent future failures of this kind. This matter will
be inspected after such procedure of routine cleaning is developed and
initiated (272/82-36-04 and 311/82-33-0$).

'

The monthly surveillance and maintenance activities observed were~*

perfomed in accordance with applicable requirements and found accep-
table.

7. Operating Events

UNIT 1

a. Due to a planned outage of No. 12 Station Power Transformer at 5:14 a.m.
on January 6,1983, the automatic start logic for both diesel driven ;

fire pumps was lost until 12:01 a.m. on January 7. A.n operator was
stationed at the local controls to start the pumps if required.

. _ ___ _ _ - ._
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UNIT 2

a. At 10:54 a.m. on January 4, 1983..a turbine trip caused.an automatic
reactor trip from 60% power. The turbine trip resulted from a valving
error while isolating and venting an auto-stop oil pressure gauge'in
the Electro-Hydraulic control system for maintenance. In the belief.
that they were operating the gauge vent valve, operators cracked*

.

open a process dimp valve which reduced auto-stop oil pressure suffi-
I ciently to trip the turbine stop valves. ^The control room drawing-

used by the operators did not reflect the as-built condition ,for the4

EH system. This resulted in their belief that'they were operating,
' a gauge vent valve. NRC Inspection Report 50-272/82-17 and 50-311/

82-17 documented deficiencies in the control room file in describing
as-built conditions and resulted in a violation against 10 CFR 50,'
Appendix B, Criterion V. This occurrence,-in a non-safety related

4

system resulting in the. unit trip, is another example.of inadequate
as-built information in the control room. Corrective actions for the
previous item had not yet been reviewed; however, this occurrence
casts doubt on whether the licensee's corrective actions were complete.
This matter will be reviewed in a future inspection. All systems
functioned nomally on the trip. Due to late in core life Xenon'

effects and required repairs to a nitrogen system containment isola-
tion valve,'startup was delayed. The reactor was critical at 4:00 a.m.
on January 5, and the unit went on line at 6:40 a.m.

i

b. At 10:45 a.m., January 5,1983, the reactor tripped from 56% power4

during a Reactor Trip Breaker surveillance test. In preparation for'

testing the "B" Trip Breaker, the "B" Bypass Breaker was closed.
- Then the "B" Trip Breaker was opened and Turbine Trip / Reactor Trip

,

occurred. When this sequence of events was repeated in mode 3 with-
the turbine latched, the trip sequence was not initiated. The unit
was returned on-line at 3:15 p.m. At 3:26 p.m. the reactor tripped
from 16% power due to a turbine trip on High-High Leitel in Steam |
Generator 22. All four steam generators were in manual control and I

the cause was operator error. The reactor was again critical at 4:32:
! p.m. When the turbine-generator output breaker was closed, Steam

Generator 21 level swell caused a turbine trip on high-high level and
a consequent reactor trip. During all trips, all systems functioned
nomally. The reactor was again critical at 7:23 p.m. and the unit

; synchronized at 9:00 p.m.
!

c. At 7:53 p.m., January 6,1983, the unit tripped from 46% power on Low
'

Low Level in Steam Generator 21. At the time, preparations for taking
.

No. 11 Station Power Transformer out of service were in progress. 1H

Group Bus was opened, resulting in the loss of No.1 Air Compressor.'

No. 2 Air Compressor failed to start automatically, resulting in low
control air pressure and closing of the air operated. feed-regulating.

valves and the low level trip.

. .
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All systems functioned normally'on the trip except that the "A" Reactor
Trip Breaker failed to open'.:-About 25 minutes after,the. trip, the
"A" breaker tripped. Further. investigation has determined the problem

-

. to be a mechanical failure in:the breaker and not in the. Solid State-
' ~

Protection System. The failed breaker was replaced. After correcting4

the trip breaker problem. unit;startup commenced. -The reactor was
critical at 5:58 a.m. and the unition line:at 9:17 a.m. on-January 7..

-

d.. At 8:28 p.m., January 21, 1983, the' unit commenced a shutdown to begin4

the first refueling outage. At 10:22 p.m., a Turbine Trip / Reactor Trip.

occurred from 11% power on High High Level Lin? Steam Generator 21. All |'

systems functioned normally on the trip and 'the plant commenced a cool-
down to the Cold Shutdown condition. :

Unit 1 Environmental Technical Specification 2.1.3 (2) states that both
units shall not be intentionally shutdown concurrently during the period.

of November through April. .This specification is not applicable if
shutdown is required to protect the health and' safety of the public or
for compliance with the Safety Technical Specifications. The basis for
this requirement is to prevent the phenomenon of " cold shock" and its
effect to the aquatic environment.

At the time Unit-2 commenced a shutdown for the first refueling outage,
Unit I was still in its fourth refueling outage, therefore both units
were shutdown concurrently during the month of January. It is under-
stood that the Unit 1 outage was not planned to last into January and

:,
that necessary repairs to the Component Cooling Water System, which is :

required by the Safety Technical Specifications, significantly delayed
unit return to service date. However, the shutdown of Unit 2 at this
time, appears to have violated the Environmental Technical Specifications.
This matter is considered unresolved until further information on the
necessity of shutdown of Unit 2 at this time can be reviewed (272/82-
36-05; 311-82-33-04).

8. Unresolved Items.

Areas for which more infonnation is required to determine acceptability are
considered unresolved. Unresolved items are contained in Paragraphs 4b and
7.

:

9. Exit Interview |

At periodic intervals during the course of this inspection, meetings were,

; held with senior facility management to discuss inspection scope and findings.
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